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Bombing kills
17 in Tehran
railway stop

TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — A bomb explosion ripped through a bus near Tehran's railway station Thursday, killing at least 17 people and wounding 300 others. The explosion occurred at the height of the rush hour.

Reagan promises to lower taxes

DALLAS (AP) — President Reagan, accusing Democrats of spending money "like drunken sailors," asked voters Thursday night to reject the "old liberalism" of Walter Mondale and said he intends to bring tax rates down for every American if they will re-elect him.

Computer director proposes expansion

By Ed Foley
Staff Writer

One of three mainframe computers will be replaced and 84 terminals will be added in Faner Hall, if plans to upgrade the system in fiscal 1985 are approved, said Leo Min, director of Computing Affairs.

Man dies in Murphysboro blaze

One man died and three were injured Thursday in a fire that damaged six businesses and a downtown apartment building in Murphysboro.
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Reagan promises to lower taxes

National Convention: "Our opponents are openly committed to increasing your tax burden," he said in remarks prepared for delivery. "We are committed to stopping them and we will." He went on: "We could say they spend money like drunken sailors, but that would be unfair to drunken sailors. The sailors are spending their own money."

In an answer to Walter Mondale's assertion that a tax increase is inevitable no matter who wins in November, Reagan said:

"Our tax policies are and will remain pro-work, pro-growth, and pro-family."

Reagan said: "We intend to simplify the entire tax system ... to bring the tax rates of every American further down, not up."

The president urged voters to "renew the mandate of 1980, to move us further forward on the road we presently travel ... the road leading to prosperity and economic expansion in a world at peace."

Reagan's speech accepting renomination to a second-term blended anti-Democrat rhetoric with a defense of his record in office and a promise of more of the same.

Already the oldest man to serve as president at age 73, Reagan also offered a personal note: "Tonight, with a full heart and deep gratitude for your trust, I accept your renomination for the presidency of the United States," he said.

Computer director proposes expansion

One of three mainframe computers will be replaced and 84 terminals will be added in Faner Hall, if plans to upgrade the system in fiscal 1985 are approved, said Leo Min, director of Computing Affairs.

Man dies in Murphysboro blaze

One man died and three were injured Thursday in a fire that damaged six businesses and a downtown apartment building, Murphysboro fire officials said.

The fire began sometime before 1:30 a.m. in the second-story apartment above V and H jewelers, said Fire Chief Chester Steele.

He said Albert Penrod, 45, was found dead inside the apartment at 1116 and a half Walnut St., the apparent victim of burns or smoke inhalation.

The blaze apparently started in a chair Penrod had been using, the fire chief said, adding: "It was blazing on the inside when we got there."

The blaze erupted without any type of warning.

Two women and a 10-year-old girl were also injured in the fire.
Continued from Page 1

BOMBING: 17 killed in Tehran

Saying, "I

Six people were killed, but the radio put the total at 18. Tehran's police chief, Col. Abbas Moazzami, told the agency that eight of the approximately 300 wounded were listed in critical condition.

Scores of demonstrators flocked to the bombing scene, chanting slogans against the leftist People's Mujahedeen, most active of the underground organizations trying to topple Khomeini, whose revolutionaries ousted Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi in 1979.

But the Mujahedeen, from their exile headquarters in France, disown the attack and blamed it on "either the regime's agents, doing so in a bid to cover up their inhuman crimes...or remnants of the Shah's hated secret police, Savak."

The French news agency Agence France-Presse said an anonymous caller to its Tehran bureau claimed responsibility for the bombing in the name of "the unity of the week of resistance of the martyr Kho'laghi."

The caller spoke Farsi, Iran's language, with an Arab accent. The reference to "Kho'laghi" could not immediately be explained.

In Paris, another anonymous caller to the British news agency Reuters claimed responsibility for a pro-monarchist group, "Arya," previously unknown. But Shahin Parnami, a spokesman for Paris-based Iranian monarchist organizations, later issued a statement denouncing the bombing.

Continued from Page 1

COMPUTER: Expansion proposed

stimulator for innovative change in our instructional process. Then I know our faculty will jump on it and make our microcomputer lab so busy, and the students will live there, literally."

The main priority, however, according to Min, is replacing a mainframe computer, a move he said was "coming two years too late."

Users of MUSIC, the main software operating system for instructional use, often wait anywhere from five seconds to two minutes for a response to commands, he said. Any wait longer than a second is "extremely frustrating," said Min. "Five seconds sounds short, but when you have to sit at a terminal and wait every single time" for a response, "I don't think many people could keep up their patience with that."

The cost of a new mainframe, estimated by Executive Director of Planning and Budgeting John Baker, will "probably" top the $2 million mark. The cost will be picked up, in part, by money from the University and, in part, by a funding package requested from the state by Computing Affairs.

The first installment of the funds, a $300,000 increase in Computing Affairs' yearly budget base, was passed by the Board of Trustees for the current fiscal year. The second installment, for fiscal 1986, is a $400,000 increase in the budget from fiscal 1985. It is now being considered by the Board.

BLAZE: Man killed in home

Continued from Page 1

the fire or from firemen (fighting the blaze). I was just out there calling for AI."

Officers Derlis Cassidy and Kevin Mitchell of the Murphysboro police department and Captain Sam Staffey of the Murphysboro fire department were treated for smoke inhalation and exhaustion at St. Joseph Hospital. All were released.

It took about four hours for 36 firefighters to bring the blaze under control, and Staffey said it finally was extinguished by 9 a.m.

Fire damage was confined to the apartment building above three of the businesses, Steele said.

The jewelry store and a taxi company and paint store beneath them were damaged by smoke, while he said three other stores nearby suffered water damage.

Computers

The cost of a new mainframe computer, a move he said was "coming two years too late."

Users of MUSIC, the main software operating system for instructional use, often wait anywhere from five seconds to two minutes for a response to commands, he said. Any wait longer than a second is "extremely frustrating," said Min. "Five seconds sounds short, but when you have to sit at a terminal and wait every single time" for a response, "I don't think many people could keep up their patience with that."

The cost of a new mainframe, estimated by Executive Director of Planning and Budgeting John Baker, will "probably" top the $2 million mark. The cost will be picked up, in part, by money from the University and, in part, by a funding package requested from the state by Computing Affairs.
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the fire or from firemen (fighting the blaze). I was just out there calling for AI."

Officers Derlis Cassidy and Kevin Mitchell of the Murphysboro police department and Captain Sam Staffey of the Murphysboro fire department were treated for smoke inhalation and exhaustion at St. Joseph Hospital. All were released.

It took about four hours for 36 firefighters to bring the blaze under control, and Staffey said it finally was extinguished by 9 a.m.

Fire damage was confined to the apartment building above three of the businesses, Steele said.

The jewelry store and a taxi company and paint store beneath them were damaged by smoke, while he said three other stores nearby suffered water damage.
Mondale's running start sinks in just four weeks

By Donald Rothberg
Of the Associated Press

DALLAS (AP) — "What a difference four years make" is the campaign theme trumped by Republicans — from President Reagan to the most obscure candidate. For underdog Democratic challenger Walter F. Mondale, the problem is the difference the last four weeks have made.

A month ago, the big question of the campaign was whether "If we're going to win, we've got to raise taxes," Mondale had said any. When Mondale lost San Francisco as the Democratic presidential nominee, it looked as if he had done the impossible. He had closed the gap in the polls and succeeded in setting the agenda of the campaign with this convention statement: "Mr. Reagan will raise taxes, and so will I. He won't tell you I'll raise them.

The history-making nomination of Geraldine Ferraro, the line on taxes and the flag-waving, upbeat closing session of the Democratic convention gave Mondale a running start on his campaign.

For a candidate who was down and counted out so many times during the campaign, the former veep was riding an extraordinary high.

Now as Labor Day approaches, Mondale is as far down as he's ever been, flat on the canvas, battered and bloody. Like a punch-drunk fighter who doesn't know what hit him, the Democratic candidate could claim his opponent "never laid a glove on me."

During their convention, the Republicans tried out their anti-Mondale rhetoric: The tie to Jimmy Carter was part of every speech — Sen. Paul Laxalt described Mondale as Carter's "hand-picked vice president."

And of course, the Democrats who nominated Mondale were "an eccentric clique" according to the president. "...the party of the past...the party of tired old clowns."

SALE
Everything in Stock
1/3 to 1/2 off!

Don's Jewelry
400 S. Illinois Ave.
Carbondale
(across from new Amtrack Station)
457-5221

ADVANCED PROGRAMMING POWER! SLIM-LINE DESIGN!
FROM HEWLETT-PACKARD!

$69.95

Discover the HP-11C Advanced Scientific Programmable. For quick answers to your problems in science, math, or engineering, depend on its:
- Programming Capability
- Extensive Scientific Function Set
- Continuous Memory
- Paired Construction

HP-11C

715 S. Illinois Ave. 647-7204

WORD OF LIFE
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
COME ONE COME ALL
TO THE FIRST ANNUAL
FREE
HOT DOG AND WATERMELON PICNIC
WHEN: SUNDAY AUG. 26TH
FROM 5PM TO 7PM
WHERE: SIU BOATDOCK AREA
GOOD FOOD
GOOD FELLOWSHIP
GOOD MUSIC
SPONSORED BY STUDENTS FOR JESUS

For Further Information
Contact: Pastor Kyle Blair
549-7724
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Pot of gold spurs Lotto rush

LOTTO-MANIA is once again sweeping Illinois. This week some lucky person can win a grand prize that is worth $17 million and rising. That's quite a bundle.

The Illinois State Lottery has come a long way since its birth in 1975. The gross sales for fiscal year 1975 were $129 million. Compare that to $16.35 million for fiscal year 1984 and over $911 million for fiscal year 1984. Illinois profited more than $377 million from ticket sales last year.

In the past, lottery sales since Aug. 6 are expected to be around $34 million. That is about one fourth the amount brought in for all of 1985. Of course, a $17 million grand prize is very enticing for even the most anti-gambling person.

ONE CARBONDALE: Lotto salesman said that sales this week has been about double the usual amount. He says there have been a lot of women smokers and regular players are buying double their average amount.

The lottery is getting so popular that there is now a video game of the lottery. According to the manager, one player can spend much as $5,000 instantly to as little as winning a free game. Some think that it is a distorted game to the video game claiming that it is gambling and could attract unwanted people.

The lottery is a successful source of money into the state's coffers, a fact that local officials should not complain about. The profits go into the general revenue fund; from there they are distributed to health programs, education, corrections, and many other state programs. The lottery can theoretically offset tax increases.

IF SOME people want to call the lottery gambling, let them. The truth is, people want to play the lottery. They are as much citizens of Wisconsin, Indiana, Iowa, Missouri, and Kentucky who cross the borders every week to buy tickets — and it hasn't gotten the state mixed up with the mafia, as far as we know.

A grand prize of $17 million is mindboggling to most people. Even if it is split between two winners, that still makes it a tidy $8.5 million winning. If you do have that winning ticket, make sure it's in a safe place.

Good luck!

Letters

Pesticide used on bagworms not safe

In a recent edition of the Daily Egyptian, an editorial was quoted as saying that the pesticide Sevin is "non-toxic, and everybody uses it." This statement is dangerously incorrect.

According to the United States Forest Service, Sevin is toxic to bees. Human contact with Sevin is known to create disturbances of carbohydrates and protein metabolism, liver function, endocrine function, and gonad function.

The Forest Service recommends that people who come into contact with Sevin protect themselves by wearing goggles, rubber gloves, and a respirator with the rubber boots. These physical effects and recommendations hardly seem to indicate non-toxicity.

Also, Mr. Schroeder, please do not lump me with the "everybody uses it" group. I agree that many people use it because it is cheap and provides a superficial, temporary solution to a pest problem. However, thebagworms will be back next year in the form of their offspring who will be more tolerant to your pesticide and require a more toxic dose if you choose to continue using the same method of control.

There are many organic methods of control that will, in the long run, help to flourish in harmony with the bagworms. I suggest that the University take advantage of its living lab and wealth of research, development and organic controls and provide it to the community with creative alternatives to the biological dead end that chemicals create.

Don Swanson, Graduate Student, English.

Doormen work to ensure good times

Another semester has started and many of you are now visiting the bars on the Strip. Each group of people you will meet are the doormen that work at the bars.

Doormen have three main responsibilities that affect you:
1) Checking I.D.'s. Legally everyone must have an I.D. to be allowed to enter. Please bring one in for the first time you enter a bar with a license or school I.D. and please show it to the doorman.
2) Collecting cover charges. Cover charges are used to pay for the band. Doormen have no influence on how much it is or how late it is being charged.
3) Stopping trouble. This is the one that gives us a bad name. It is very enjoyable and not let a few people ruin it for you.

So the next time you're down on the Strip and see a doorman, don't think he's there to hurt someone.

— Clay Mitchell, Senior, Agriculture Business.

Equal Rites: Awards for not-so-equal acts

Each Year, to honor assorted foremothers, I celebrate Aug. 26, the anniversary of woman suffrage, by bestowing an annual feminist tract because the awards committee is always explaining.

The first goes to Milwaukee Real Victims Don't Cry T-shirt. The second goes to John A. Jackson of Trenton. He agreed to have his wife stay with him: 'It's a girl.' Lest we forget the Prince Charming Award, the designated winner this year is a husband who truly knows the value of his wife. We will send, or perhaps throw, a pumpkin at John A. Jackson of Trenton, S.C. He agreed to have his wife stay with and entertain another man to repay a $200 loan.

Finally, lest you think we are too sensitive about these issues, the awards committee is always willing to turn over the checkbook — but the checks go to Prime Minister John N. Turner of Canada. Turner has a habit of patting backsides of the female persuasion or, as he put it, "exchanging greetings in a very human way...I'm reaching out to people and people are reaching out to me." To him we present the He-man Society Award, a three-foot beard which he may rein in his natural instincts.
More Soviet vessels sail toward Red Sea

CAIRO, Egypt (AP) — A Soviet destroyer and helicopter cruiser outfitted with anti-mine gear and tailed by a U.S. warship sailed through the Suez Canal Thursday and into the Gulf of Suez.

They bring to live the number of Soviet naval vessels that have passed through the canal since Saturday bound for the multinational minesweeping effort in the Red Sea.

Eighteen ships from four Western countries — the United States, Britain, France and Italy — are already in the area or bound for it, for the attempt to clear the vital waterway of mines that have damaged at least 18 vessels since July 9. The operation went into full swing last Friday, but no mines have been found.

The Egyptians have blamed Libya for the mining, but have not ruled out Iran, which earlier threatened to extend the Iran-Iraq war from the Persian Gulf to the Red Sea.

Joining the Western effort Thursday were the French mine-hunters Cassiopeia and Eridan, which arrived at Port Said in the morning. A French support vessel, the Lore, was expected over the weekend.

Cranial authority officials said the Leningrad, a 20,000-ton cruiser carrying 500 crew and with three helicopters visible on its deck, left the canal Thursday at 4 p.m. (9 a.m. EET). It was followed by the 3,000-ton destroyer, identified only as No. 710, carrying 250 crew members.

Tailing them was the U.S. frigate John L. Hall, Defense Department officials in Washington acknowledged that the frigate was shadowing the Soviet helicopter cruiser, which to the U.S. Navy qualifies as a helicopter carrier.

The canal officials, who spoke on condition they not be identified, said the two Soviet ships were headed for the Bab el Mandeb Strait at the mouth of the Red Sea, an area bordered by South Yemen, South Yemen is linked to the Soviets by a friendship treaty and provides the Soviets with naval facilities.

Eleven of the 38 explosions have occurred in the southern part of the Red Sea. The Soviet Union is reported to be conducting mine-clearing operations in that region, but it is not coordinating with the Egyptian-led effort in the Gulf of Suez or with the Americans and the French in Saudi waters on the north.

A harbor officer at Port Said, said, at the northern end of the canal, said both Soviet ships were carrying "special anti-mine and anti-submarine warfare equipment." He said he also saw missile launchers aboard the Leningrad.

The Soviet Union has accused the United States of using the mining as an excuse to strengthen its military presence in the region.

The Pentagon has said there has been no attempt to coordinate American mine-hunting operations with the Soviets, but Defense Department spokesman Michael Burney earlier that any contribution to the effort was welcome.

IBM gives U of I three-year grant for computer use

By the Associated Press

International Business Machines Corp. will give the University of Illinois about $125.5 million in computer equipment and software, the school announced Thursday.

The three-year grant will help the university find new ways to use computers in undergraduate education, U of I officials said.

"This grant represents a major commitment to educational innovation on the part of both IBM and the University of Illinois," said Chancellor Thomas Everhart.

"College students should be educated on the most up-to-date equipment, and it is heartening to me that IBM recognizes this need and is willing to make a major commitment to ensure this goal."

Everhart said faculty members from several university departments will develop ways to use advanced computing technologies in a wide range of disciplines.

— Computer graphics will be used to teach computer science, engineering, architecture, landscape architecture, art and design, and geography.

ATTENTION COLLEGE STUDENTS

You may be eligible for a two-year Air Force ROTC scholarship covering tuition, fees and books plus a $150 a month. To qualify, you must have at least two years of college left and be willing to serve as an Air Force officer. For details, contact:

Aero Space Studies
807 S. Univ. St.
Carol Stream, Ill. 60188-3031

AIR FORCE

ROTC

Office of the Dean

1985 Time Publications

GENTLEMEN INVITED

Friday and Saturday Night
Get set in the Casbah at 8 p.m.
Go join the ladies at 11:30 p.m. after the
All Male Revue
Everything's Hot at DuMarc
Hwy. 51 N., DeSoto
867-3131

NUTRITION HEADQUARTERS

The most complete stock of natural foods and vitamins in Southern Illinois

100 West Jackson St.
(Between North Illinois and the railroad)
HOURS: 9:00 to 5:30 Mon.-Sat.
Sunday 11 to 3. Phone 349-1741

SOFT FROZEN YOGURT
in a cup or cone

All the fun of ice cream plus the good things of yogurt
High in taste, low in fat, Natural fruit flavors
Famous Damon quality

This coupon and 194 entries bears
to a reg. cup or cone of DANNY YO
Coupon Expires 10/10/84

Get to the answers faster.
With the TI-55-II.

What you need to tackle

the higher mathematics of a
science or engineering curricu-

lum are more functions —

more functions than a simple

slide-rule calculator can.

Enter the TI-55-II, with

112 powerful functions. You

can work faster and more

accurately with the TI-55-II,

because it's preprogrammed

to perform complex calcula-

tions — like definite integrals,

linear regression and hyper-

bolic — at the touch of a

button. And it can also be

programmed to do repetitive

problems without re-entering

the entire formula.

Included is the Calculator

Decision-Making Sourcebook.

It makes the process of using

the TI-55-II even simpler,

and shows you how to see all

the power of the calculator.

Get to the answers faster.

Let a TI-55-II

show you how.

Texas Instruments

Creating useful products

and services for you.
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Eastwood more than tough cop

By Morgan Falkner
Staff Writer

Ever since “Dirty Harry” was released in 1971, Clint Eastwood has been at the top of the tough cop genre in films. “Tightrope,” the fifth Eastwood vehicle, is a continuation of the genre that is really his own.

“Tightrope” is more than Clint pursuing a crazed killer and knocking off various criminals along the way. For perhaps the first time in an action drama, Eastwood concentrates on those inner qualities that take someone unique and special—his humanity.

More than in any other of his films Eastwood portrays a man the audience can believe in. “Tightrope” takes the audience through New Orleans’ red light district and shows the psychological effects upon someone exposed to a world of sexuality.

Eastwood, portraying homicide detective Wes Block, is forced to raise two girls single-handedly because his wife has left the scene. He eventually turns to hookers for sexual satisfaction. By day he is a loving father and a dedicated cop; at night he becomes a part of the seedy red light district.

While this is going on someone is stalking the city raping and mutilating women. Eastwood, powerless to stop the murder spree and realizing that the killer is purposefully toying with him, finds himself walking the “tightrope” in his mind.

The killer is a darkness in all of us, a psychologist tells Eastwood. She is referring to the killer but the audience can think only of Eastwood and his darkness. She goes on to say that “we all try to walk a tightrope.”

Eastwood understands this, but there is no indication that he will manage to keep from falling off the wire. That is arguably the film’s greatest strength; the investigation into the darker workings of the mind, the contrast between the family and sexual man—all at the expense of the brute violence that Eastwood usually shows in movies.

The soundtrack to “Tightrope” is effective. The bar scenes feature some fine late-night blues and the mood music played during the scenes involving the killer are excellent.

Further, the tension that builds between Eastwood and the killer is done superbly. Perhaps the greatest surprise of “Tightrope” is the casting. Eastwood, who surely has a say in his films’ casting, made no mistake in using his real—life daughter, Allison, to portray the older of his two children. She does a truly fine job.

The only legitimate criticism of “Tightrope” is that it moves along at a rather slow pace. But given the film’s goals, this is hardly reason to stay away. If anything, the violence, much of which is merely hinted at, may be a bit much for some to take.

Hula-hooping actresses needed for play

Auditions for girls ages 6-16 for the mainstage production in Milwaukeee’s Theater of “The Reception” are being held at 11 a.m. Aug. 25 in the Lab theater of the Communications Building.

Young girls who can act and hula-hoop will find plenty of parts available for the “Hula-Hooping for Christ B-team” in this fast-paced farce that performed in last summer’s playwriting workshop productions.

Tonight and Saturday 7 & 9 pm $1.00 4th Floor Video Lounge

TJ’s LIQUORS

1224 W. Main
“THe Coldest Beer In Town”
Sale 8-24-8-26

Busch case of cans
$9.99

OLD MILWAUKEE
12 pack cans
$3.69

OLD STYLE
12 pack cans
$4.72

GALLO WINES
1.5 liters
2 for $6.00

A TJ’s Everyday Low Price

Cigarettes
Everyday Price $7.41 Klings

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous To Your Health
Dionne Warwick will headline the 2nd stage show this year’s Du Quoin State Fair.

Warwick set her landmark year in 1982 with the release of the album “Heartbreaker,” which topped the charts in the United States, Great Britain, Germany, Canada, Denmark, The Netherlands and Australia. Her 50th chart hit followed shortly, with “Take the Wonder Way Home.”

Her career rocketed in the 1960s when she caught the ear of composer Burt Bacharach. In 1962 she hit the top 10 with the release “Don’t Make Me Over,” the first of a number of smash records, including songs like “Walk On By” and “You’ll Never Go To Heaven.”

Opening performers for Warwick’s show are the Platters, followed by Jim Stafford. The Platters return to the fair by popular demand. Their shows have remained international and U.S. favorites for over a quarter of a century. Their releases have included “Only You,” “The Great Pretender” and “Shopgirl In Your Eyes.”

Storyteller, humorist and performer Stafford is known for novelty songs, such as “Spiders and Snakes,” “Swamp Witch” and “My Girl Bill.” Tickets for the Warwick concert are available by calling the ticket office at 618-542-5865.
Gallery displays works of local artists

By Selinda Edmondson
Staff Writer

If, when on the Strip one afternoon, you manage to tear yourself away from the multitude of pizza joints and crowded bars to walk a little further down the road, you may stumble across — of all things — an art gallery. Sandwiched between a gift shop and the Yellow Cab depot, the Associated Artists Gallery struggles for recognition as a symbol of artistic endeavor, while up the street its more popular neighbors thrive on the extravagant appetites of the student population.

Nevertheless, the Gallery is grateful for the few faithfuls who come regularly to view the works and, occasionally, to buy. Its owners would like to get more patrons but, unlike the other businesses on the Strip, the Gallery does not make enough money to advertise. However, according to Rene Potter, the object of the Gallery is not to make money but to expose the many unsung artists in the Southern Illinois area.

“There are a lot of talented artists in this area,” says Potter, a local artist and founding member, who acknowledges that part of the problem of area artists is that people coming in to view the work are more important than those coming in to buy the work. And, she stresses, the Gallery has sold pieces at almost every exhibition held there since its inception in summer of 1983.

The Gallery began almost as an afterthought: local artist Kathleen Sanjabi discovered the building at 213 S. Illinois Ave. when searching for studio space. She thought it was too large for a studio, but ideal for a gallery. Sanjabi contacted 15 other local artists to see if they were interested (which they enthusiastically were), and suddenly the Associated Artists Gallery was born.

According to Potter, the Gallery works as a cooperative. Each member donates a certain amount of time and money to keep the Gallery going, in exchange for getting an exhibition of his or her works. A small percentage of each work sold goes toward payment on the rent and the utility bills.

To get an exhibition at the gallery, an artist must either apply for membership — which means providing samples of work for members to evaluate — or rent the gallery from the members. However, for artists who cannot afford to rent the gallery, the cooperative offers consignment space, which is a section in the gallery reserved for such artists.

The founding members all share a common bond in that they are all from Southern Illinois; after that, the similarities end. According to Potter, the artists involved in the Gallery are “an extremely varied group.” There are painters, ceramists, jewellers, carpenters and photographers. Some are amateurs, some professionals.

The only criteria for choosing a member, she says, is the quality of one’s work. For more information on the Associated Artists Gallery call 437-6743.
The BLACK Observer will have an organizational meeting at 6:30 p.m. Monday in the Black Affairs Council Office. All previous staff members and interested people are invited. Up to six credit hours are available to staff members.

The FOURTH annual Applefest Warm Up starts at 7:30 a.m. Saturday. The five-kilometer run begins at the City National Bank parking lot and is sponsored by the Murphyboro Key Club. Entry fee is $6. Contact Bob Hall, 487-2305, for more information.

The NATIONAL Head Injury Foundation and Carbondale Chapter Support Group is organized and run by head-injured people in Carbondale. The group meets at 7 p.m. on the first Thursday of each month in the Carbondale Towers community room, 810 W. Mill St.

The group is having a picnic on Saturday in Wood River and will provide some transportation. Those interested should call Lee Fredner at 549-6550 between 6 and 9 p.m.

The STUDENT Bible Fellowship will meet at 7 p.m. Friday in Quigley Hall Lounge for Bible study, prayer fellowship and worship. The group will study the First Epistle of Peter during the fall semester. For more information, call 549-9169.

Ex-con told to stop law practice

CHARLESTON (AP) — Cecil Wright, who fellow inmates dubbed "The Brag Lawyer" for his behind bars expertise in law, has been given a six-month suspension term for practicing law on the outside.

Judge James R. Murphy of Circuit Court also fined Wright $1,500 Thursday, and suspended his license to practice until he takes the necessary steps to return to law school to complete the悬案.

That same year, also he was convicted on federal charges of mail theft and was sent to federal prison in June for robbing a bank in Canton. At the time of his conviction, he was 33 years old.

Wright was later transferred to the federal prison on Alcatraz Island, where his legal battles continued. In a legal research paid off when he twice persuaded judges to free him from Alcatraz, where the toughest criminals were housed.

"I got sent to Alcatraz because of being a jailhouse lawyer," Wright said. "I found out it was the burying grounds for the worst cases. There was a whole lot of work for me there."

In 1943, following an appeal by Wright, a judge ruled that he could have served his state and federal prison terms concurrently.

The judge also said that Wright could not serve a federal sentence while on parole for a state crime. Wright was freed.

Wright was returned to Alcatraz in 1944. After state officials ended his initial sentence with a pardon. But he continued his legal battles and persuaded a federal judge to reverse his conviction in the post office burglary because he had not received proper legal assistance.

FREE MOTORCYCLE courses will be offered by the Safety Center beginning Aug. 27. Course 23 will meet 4:30 p.m. Aug. 27-31. Course 24 will meet 10 a.m. Sept. 4-6 and 11-13.

Motorcycles, helmets and insurance are provided. Free students must have a valid drivers license or permit. For registration, contact the Office of Continuing Education at 536-7753. For more information on the Motorcycle Safety Program, call 657-2527.

STUDENTS FOR Jesus and the Word of Life Christian Fellowship will sponsor a contemporary Christian concert and picnic at 5 p.m. Sunday at the Campus Lake Boat Docks.

INTRAMURAL Sports Advisory Board members are needed. Contact Bill McMinn, Intramural Sports, 536-5331.

The WEIGHTLIFTING Club will meet at 6 p.m. Sunday in Room 131 of the Recreation Center.
Weather blamed for 700 deaths in U.S. in 1983

WASHINGTON (AP) — Bad weather was blamed for 700 American deaths and $27 billion in property damage last year, up sharply from 1982, the government says.

A study by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration said the July heat wave last year resulted in 42 deaths across the country, the highest toll from a single weather event.

Cold, snow and wind claimed 18 lives in Arkansas, 33 in New York and 34 in Virginia last year. Heavy rains and flooding resulted in 14 deaths in California, 15 in Arizona and 34 in Texas.

Overall, Texas had 66 weather-related deaths in 1983, the highest toll of any state, followed by 59 in Kentucky and 54 in New York.

Weather damage included $14 billion in losses to agriculture and $13 billion in other property, the study by NOAA’s Assessment and Information Services Center reported.

Compared with last year’s 760 deaths and $27 billion in property damage, the 1982 toll was 372 weather-related deaths and $16.3 billion in damages.

Altogether, 5,278 people were injured in weather-related incidents last year, topped by 1,820 injuries from Hurricane Alicia in Texas alone — 80 percent of that state’s weather-related injuries.
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Mock test helps students prepare for LSAT

Getting into law school isn’t easy. Prospective law students must get high grade point averages and take a required test — the Law School Admission Test — which is half of the determining factors for acceptance into law school. Scott Nichols, admissions director at the SIU Law School, said students should look into more on the LSAT than on the LSAT itself.

"The LSAT is a quantitative measure that is extremely important in the admission committee’s decision. It’s more important than undergraduate GPA," said Scott. ‘Because the LSAT is so important and many students feel they take it, a mock LSAT is offered at the LSAT office every two times per year and the mock test is given two times. More than 100 people take the LSAT each time it’s given, but too is a large number of students to get for the mock LSAT twice per year," Scott said. It costs $5 to take the mock LSAT, he said.

Nichols said the $5 required to take the mock test is quite reasonable compared with the cost of some preparatory courses for law, which can run as high as $350.

Carrett said the LSAT is given four times per year and the mock test is given two times. More than 100 people take the LSAT each time it’s given, but too is a large number of students to get for the mock LSAT twice per year," Carrett said. It costs $5 to take the mock LSAT, he said.

Nichols said the $5 required to take the mock test is quite reasonable compared with the cost of some preparatory courses for law, which can run as high as $350.

"Any kind of preparation like the practice LSAT would be good. The LSAT is an aptitude test, since there’s no body of knowledge that will assist you in scoring well on it. It helps you to become familiar with the structure and type of preparation needed for taking the LSAT," he said.

The mock LSAT is given in Lawson Hall and, like the real test, has questions drawn from a broad base of subjects so no student has an advantage based on academic background.

Carrett advises students to take the mock LSAT given on campus as early as possible in their college careers. He said students can take the test as often as they want and it gives them the chance to improve on the test in the future.

A practice LSAT will be given Sept 8 and the real LSAT will be given Sept 29. Dec. 1 and March. The tests are given in Lawson Hall. Interested students can sign up for the test in the Testing Center in Woody Hall Wing B.

‘Good’ and ‘bad’ cholesterol the same, study says

CHICAGO (AP) — A form of cholesterol that Americans regard as the ‘good’ kind because of its apparent link with lower chances of heart disease may not be a key factor at all, new research suggests.

‘Most experts consider HDL (also known as lipoprotein) cholesterol to have an active role in protecting against heart disease,’ said Dr. Peter N. Herbert, co-author of a new study in the Journal of the American Medical Association.

Herbert and his colleagues at the Brown University Program in Medicine in Providence, R.I. used radioactive isotopes to track blood cholesterol levels in five healthy sedentary men and five competitive runners who were both eaten in practice.

Researchers burned up HDL cholesterol at about half the rate that the sedentary men did over a two-week period, the researchers reported in Friday’s Journal of the American Medical Association.

American Medical Association.

"We had students athletes like this in the past, and ... despite the fact that they eat a third more calories than the normal person, by and large, they are extremely lean," Herbert said in a telephone interview Thursday.

"We also (had) guessed they made more HDL cholesterol, but the study in fact showed just the opposite. They didn’t make more than ordinary people, they just used less up," he said.

High-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol contains a high relative level of protein and relatively little cholesterol. Low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol contains a high relative level of cholesterol, associated with a build-up of plaque that can block the risk of heart attack and stroke.

This has led to people speaking cavalierly about ‘good’ cholesterol and ‘bad’ cholesterol, but it’s the same, Herbert said.

"We thought LDL, deposited cholesterol in the arteries, and HDL picked it up and carried it to the liver," he said. ‘But it appears that the traffic in HDL in runners may not be great. The HDL system in them appeared to be slowed.

Weight loss rather than exercise itself may cause the lipoprotein changes that go along with endurance training, the study added, pointing to other studies showing that weight loss can be accompanied by an HDL cholesterol rise.

‘High HDL has been found in certain groups of people — those who are lean, women in general and people who engage in endurance activities,’ Herbert said.

‘We have not shown yet that we can take sedentary people, train them and turn them into people with low profiles for cardiovascular risk,’ he said.

Too little is known about HDL cholesterol for anyone to apply the existing knowledge, Herbert said.
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Reagan to sign bill for ‘unique’ park

WASHINGTON, D.C. (AP) — A deluge of Illinois waterway will become the focus of a unique, 100-mile-long “park” when President Reagan signs legislation Friday authorizing the project.

The president is scheduled to endorse the Illinois and Michigan Canal National Heritage Corridor bill during a post Republican convention swing through Chicago. The legislation also sanctions enlargement of the St. Louis-based Jefferson National Expansion Memorial into East St. Louis.

The heritage corridor is envisioned as a trail of historic sites and recreational opportunities stretching from Chicago’s downtown to La Salle-Peru community, about 100 miles southwest.

“It’s not your traditional park,” said Gerald Adelmann, executive director of the Upper Illinois Valley Association. The group is an alliance of businesses interested in developing the corridor.

One private study has indicated the project, which Adelmann termed “the first of its kind in the country,” could create up to $700 motel and restaurant jobs in the area.

The corridor would run along the path of the Illinois and Michigan Canal, a waterway constructed between 1836 and 1848 to link Lake Michigan with the Illinois River, which joins the Mississippi River.

The canal also contributed to the growth of Lockport, its headquarters, as well as Joliet and Lemont. Its use declined with the rise of railroads and completion in 1900 of the Sanitary and Ship Canal, a broader and deeper waterway.

Lawmaker’s brother safe after abduction

BELLEVILLE (AP) — The brother of a state lawmaker is back home, unharmed, after being forced to ride along in his own car during a two-state robbery spree, police said Thursday.

A gunman abducted Roscoe Hoover of East St. Louis, whose sister is Rep. Wysett Younge, D-East St. Louis, about 2 p.m. Tuesday and then forced him to pick up a companion, said Belleville Police Lt. Robert Hurst.

The pair then staged a series of robberies in Missouri and Illinois using Hoover’s 1984 Cadillac, with Hoover held captive in the auto, Hurst said.

The robbery spree ended Wednesday morning after police spotted the car, which matched the description of one used in a holdup about 6:30 a.m. “They pursued the Cadillac into Illinois 161,” Hurst said.

“The Cadillac was in the eastbound lanes heading west, running cars off the road... until it hit another car head-on,” Hoover, 59, was taken into custody along with the other two men in the car, but was released when officers determined he was not a robber, police said.

The man had a bald headache, but police said he was unharmed during his 16-hour ordeal.

The two men with him were held in the St. Clair County Jail after arrangements late Wednesday before Circuit Judge Thomas Daley, Hurst said.

Robert Baker, 17, of Centreville was held in lieu of $100,000 bond on charges of armed robbery, kidnapping and reckless conduct, Hurst said. He said Joseph Utley, 18, of East St. Louis was jailed in lieu of $50,000 bond on an armed robbery charge.
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Farm investment firm not set on response to postponement

JEFFERSON CITY, Mo. (AP) — A partner in a Chicago-based farm-investment group said Thursday that the partnership had not yet determined its response to a decision by the Missouri Division of Securities to postpone registration of the group’s securities.

Richard Hollerud, a real estate broker who is a partner in Consolidated Family Farms, said the group had not received an official notice that Commissioner of Securities John Perkins had ordered the postponement of the registration.

“I think probably we would have to take it up with our legal department,” Hollerud said in a telephone interview from Consolidated’s Chicago headquarters. “At this time I’m not sure what we would do.”

Perkins said Consolidated would have 30 days from receipt of the notice of the state’s action to request a hearing on the matter.

Consolidated has proposed a controversial plan to acquire at least 300,000 acres of land by giving family farmers in seven states “depository units” in exchange for the title to their land.

The partnership would give the farmers depository units worth 90 percent of the value of their land and would allot the other 10 percent for the organizers of the venture and for real estate commissions.

Perkins on Tuesday postponed registration of the units in Missouri because he believed the prospectus issued by Consolidated may violate Missouri securities law.

Perkins said the prospectus failed to disclose that the securities commissioner of Kansas had ordered Consolidated to cease and desist the sale of the units in that state until they had been properly registered as securities. In addition, he said the prospectus had been sent to 60 people in Missouri, which constituted an offer to sell, even though the securities were not registered with the state.

The securities commissioner also noted Attorney General John Ashcroft had expressed concerns that the sale of the depository units could violate Missouri’s law barring corporate farm ownership.

Although Perkins had said his postponement of registration of Consolidated’s securities essentially was a refusal to register the company, registration could not actually be denied without granting the partnership an opportunity for a hearing.

Hollerud said he had not expected problems in registering the partnership’s depository units in Missouri, although Consolidated had run into different problems in other states regarding the information contained in its prospectus.

Consolidated Family Farms also has registered to sell securities in Arkansas, Illinois, Indiana, Louisiana, Mississippi, Montana, Ohio and Wisconsin.

Du Quoin exhibit has memorabilia of past 61 fairs

"DuQuoin Memory Lane," a museum-like exhibit featuring memorabilia of the past 61 years, will be shown at the 1984 DuQuoin State Fair.

The second story of the main grandstand will be converted into a showcase for the display, which will include clothing, old racing programs, racing silks and a racing sulky in which guests may have their picture taken. Also, a slide film will be shown throughout the day.

Some of the items on display will be on loan from DuQuoin residents. Anyone interested in exhibiting their mementos contact Carol Smith before Aug. 13.

After a U.S. Senate hearing on the partnership earlier this month, and criticism from some lawmakers and agriculture officials about its plans, Hollerud said Consolidated intended to amend its proposition to address the criticisms. Included in the changes would be guarantees to farmers that they would be able to keep or buy back their land under certain conditions.
Group to hold meeting on disabled people's rights

By Carys Edwards
Staff Writer

Allegations that the rights of disabled people in Southern Illinois are being violated will be discussed by the Human Rights Authority of the Illinois Guardianship and Advocacy Commission next month.

On Sept. 4, Region 5 of the authority will hold its monthly meeting to discuss alleged violations within the 27 counties of Southern Illinois. Tracy Wright, human rights coordinator, said the meeting is open to the public.

During the past year, as a result of its meetings, the authority has investigated complaints involving abuse and neglect of nursing home residents, improper medication of psychiatric patients, abuse and improper wages of workshop clients, and violations of the Confidentiality Act.

Wright said that the Human Rights Authority is a statewide system of nine panels of volunteer citizens. Although it does not have legal enforcement powers, it does have the right to carry out investigations and make recommendations to those violating rights, she said.

Wright said the group seeks resolutions to the problems on an informal basis. At each meeting, group members discuss reports from previous investigations and are assigned new cases to investigate and report. Recommendations are made to the person or group violating the rights of the disabled.

If the recommendation is not accepted, the human rights group can refer the action to higher authorities, such as law enforcement agencies or other state agencies, she said.

“We find that a lot of the violations are just accidents. They may not know they are violating something,” Wright said. “Nursing homes have to have a certain variety of activities and programming — active and passive. Often, they don’t have a well-balanced variety.” She said the authority informs homes in order to correct a mistake.

“People around here in the Southern States are a lot more cooperative than in the Northern State,” she said. “They’re prepared to listen to another perspective and they usually take our recommendations.”

The Human Rights Authority was established in 1980. Since then, Wright said, complaints of violations in Southern Illinois have increased, but this is due to increased public awareness of the organization.

“If someone’s grandma is having problems in a nursing home, they know where to go and complain now,” she said.
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Discord in Malaysia
Growing pressures jarring racial, religious harmony

KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia (AP) — Cancellation of a visit here by the New York Philharmonic Orchestra is only one of the discordant notes jarring racial and religious harmony in Malaysia.

Growing pressures on the government from Islamic fundamentalists trouble this multicultural Southeast Asian country, originally designed as a model of communal tolerance.

About half of the 14 million people are ethnic Malays, almost all of them followers of the Sunni branch of Islam. Freedom of worship is guaranteed by the constitution, but Islam is the official religion of this secular state.

Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad's administration is controlled by religious and racial moderates through the ruling United Malays National Organization.

UMNO leaders are under fire from a fundamentalist minority which rejects the government as final arbiter on correct Islamic observances and practices. Moderate Malay leaders express private fears that extremists, with strong rural support, are forcing UMNO to prove its faith by increasingly injecting the Koran, the sacred book of the Muslims, into laws and public policy.

Western diplomats agree, saying UMNO is pressured to reaffirm its Islamic and pro-Arab credentials again and again.

One example cited was the red-carpet welcome given Yasser Arafat, chairman of the Palestine Liberation Organization, during a July visit.

Another example was the request to sponsors of the touring New York Philharmonic to drop "Hebrew Rhapsody for Cello and Orchestra," by Swedish Jewish composer Ernest Bloch, during performances here on Sept. 2 and 3.

At first it seemed that another work might be substituted. Then orchestra members and American Jewish leaders protested. Finally the orchestra dropped Malaysia from its Asian itinerary and replaced it with neighboring Thailand.

"We have every right to consider our own sensitivities as much as we have to consider that of others," Prime Minister Mahathir said.

"If they are worried about the feelings of Jews in the United States, we are worried about the feelings of Malaysians here." But non-Malays fear an increasing Islamization of their country. University students must now take a course in Islam, other religions need official permission to build new houses of worship, the sale of Bibles printed in Malay is banned, a government-backed Islamic bank opened last year, and an Islamic insurance company is planned for 1985.

Religious zeal is seen as an obstacle to official efforts to move Malays into the mainstream of economic and business life, dominated by the British in colonial days and by the Chinese minority today.
Few adverse effects caused by vasectomies, report says

LOS ANGELES (AP) — The largest study of men who had vasectomies for birth control failed to find any link between the surgery and later development of heart disease, cancer and many other illnesses.

The results, published in Friday's issue of the Journal of the American Medical Association, "don't support any of the suggestions of long-term problems developing after vasectomy, including heart disease," said Dr. Gerald S. Bernstein of the University of Southern California.

The study by USC, the University of California at Los Angeles, the University of Minnesota and the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minn., examined the health of 10,590 men who underwent vasectomies and 10,590 men who did not. The men lived in Los Angeles, Eureka, Calif., Minneapolis and Rochester.

The 21 scientists who conducted the study found that men who had the surgery have fewer reasons to be concerned about developing any health problem related to the surgery," said Bernstein, an obstetrician-gynecologist.

However, Bernstein said in an interview that the surgeries took place during an average of nearly eight years before the study, so further research will determine if the findings hold for longer time periods.

The possibility that vasectomies might increase the risk of heart disease was raised in the late 1970s, when studies at the Oregon Regional Primate Research Center found that vasectomies exacerbated hardening of the arteries in monkeys.

Man says he's bitter, but glad to be out of jail

URBANA (AP) — Hans Peter Olsen says he is glad to be free after 27 days in jail awaiting trial for murder, but adds that he is bitter about the way he was charged and that he is bitter about the manner in which he was put in jail.

Olsen said of police investigators: "They had me so confused I broke down. I almost thought I should get out of jail because I was so confused and I was ready to talk." Olsen was charged with the murder of his brother, 25, who was found beaten to death at Woolson Natural Foods on Feb. 10.

The 27-year-old Olsen was arrested July 27 in Wichita, Kan., where he was living, and brought back to Champaign County by police. Olsen was held in lieu of $300,000 bond. He said that caused him to lose his home, his job and custody of his daughter. However, prosecutors asked Champaign County Judge Harold Jenson to dismiss the murder charge Wednesday, and Olsen was released from jail.

"There is no question in my mind that Mr. Olsen is not a threat to society," said Michael Zepl, assistant Champaign County state's attorney. "Clearly, I had no doubt, I would not release the man."

The case was to be presented to the grand jury on Thursday, but Zepf said two key witnesses "recanted statements they had made that were direct links made to Mr. Olsen."

But the possibility of adverse health effects in vasectomized men has been discounted by several studies. Bernstein said the latest study involved the largest number of men.

About 420,000 American men now get vasectomy each year, and some 17.7 million received the surgery since record-keeping began in 1970, said Dr. Hugh Anwyll, director of Planned Parenthood of Los Angeles.

A vasectomy is a simple, 30-minute operation, usually done in a doctor's office with local anesthesia. The surgery involves removal of part of the vas deferens—the duct that delivers sperm to the male sex organ—to induce infertility as a means of birth control.

One-half to two-thirds of vasectomized men develop antibodies against their own sperm. That prompted theories that vasectomy-caused changes in the body's disease-fighting immune system might lead to cancer and other ailments.

But the study found no link between vasectomy and many diseases. They included cancer, asthma, anemia, hepatitis, cirrhosis, diabetes, lupus, hyperthyroidism, gout, arthritis, epilepsy, multiple sclerosis, myasthenia gravis and cardiovascular problems such as heart attack, heart pain, stroke, phlebitis, hardening of the arteries and the formation of artery-blocking clots.

The only health problem seen significantly more frequently in the vasectomized men was inflammation of a sperm-collecting duct near the testicles—a minor problem for about 1 percent of the men who get vasectomies.
Children ill after eating Easter eggs

WHAT EVERY STUDENT SHOULD KNOW ABOUT THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN LEASING A TELEPHONE AND LEASING A CHICKEN.

Yes, there are differences. And we think you should know what they are. Ask yourself these questions.

WHEN YOU LEASE A CHICKEN, DO YOU GET THREE MONTHS FREE DURING THE SUMMER?

Probably not. But when you lease your telephone from AT&T this fall, you won't pay any lease charges next summer. You can use your phone at home, and bring it back to school in the fall.

DO LEASED CHICKENS COME IN A SELECTION OF COLORS AND STYLES?

No. Chickens don't come in many colors. But the AT&T telephone you lease this fall comes in a variety of colors and three popular styles.

ARE LEASED CHICKENS REPAIRED FREE?

Don't kid yourself. Repairing a chicken is a delicate process that requires the work of expensive professionals. However, in the off chance your AT&T leased telephone will be shipped directly to you after one call to 1-800-555-8111, or you can pick up your phone at any of our AT&T Phone Centers.

ONE FINAL QUESTION: DOES IT COST THE SAME TO LEASE A CHICKEN AS TO LEASE A TELEPHONE THIS FALL?

Hardly. While we have no hard data on the exact cost of leasing a chicken, we can tell you with some certainty that the cost of leasing a telephone this fall is far less than you might think.

The decision to lease a chicken or a telephone, of course, rests with you. But should you opt for the telephone, remember: you get three months free next summer, and you can take the phone home with you. There's a choice of colors and styles, free repair, and we'll ship you the phone or you can pick it up at any of our AT&T Phone Centers.

It doesn't cost much either. And that's something to crow about.

AT&T Consumer Sales and Service. To order your telephone, call 1-800-555-8111 for delivery right to your door or for information concerning AT&T Phone Center locations.
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New campus group focuses on views of others

By Jim Ludeman
Staff Writer

Seeing another person’s view is the focus of a new group on campus dedicated to creative communication.

Marc Furman, junior in university studies and chair of the Society for Creative Communication, said, “In creative communication, a person tries to see things through the other person’s eyes — to see the value in what that person has to say or bring forth — to admit that maybe I’m blind, and don’t know or see everything. It’s putting judgments aside, and looking at the facts.”

Furman said the idea for the society came from a course taught at SIUC by William Minor.

Minor still teaches the creative communications course, which is based on a concept of creative interchange.

“The idea for the society came out of demonstration on the techniques and studies of creative communication we watched between Professor Minor and an ROTC captain,” Furman said.

“They got together, the captain being in support of the military, and Minor representing the views of a conscientious objector. The captain presented his ideas for the military, and said things like it provides people with jobs and training, which people in the audience, and Minor, agreed with. Then Minor presented his points about why there should be no military establishment anywhere.

“When Minor was done, the captain was able to look sincerely from his own perspective, and support Minor and agree that there were certain flaws in the concept of a military. “It was an experience. We were sitting there waiting for lines to be drawn, for the debate to begin. That didn’t happen. The doors were left open for possibilities, for either side to be wrong or right. They just presented the facts.” Furman said.

Furman said several students in the class decided to form a society after witnessing the demonstration.

“We went through the usual Undergraduate Student Organization routines. We asked Professor Minor to be our adviser,” he said.

The purpose of the society, Furman said, is “to educate the public on the general techniques of creative communication.”

“To be a full member,” he said, “you have to have had a course in creative communication. Associate members are those who have not had a course but are interested.”

The society will sponsor forums and demonstrations on techniques of creative communication, Furman said.

“People should join, because we’re pioneering a new technology in communications. We’re on the leading edge of a breakthrough in communications, and that’s exciting,” Furman said.
GET INVOLVED

The Undergraduate Student Organization is SIU-C's Student Government. The USO offers you the opportunity to apply your skills and earn academic credit.

Membership Still Available for On-Hands Experience in the following commissions:

- Public Relations
- Student Welfare
- City Affairs
- Housing, Tuition and Fees
- Academic Affairs
- Elections Commissioner
- Minority Affairs
- Illinois Student Association Campus Committee
- General Staff Assistant

Also the USO is seeking help for the following Special Activity Committees:

- Voter Registration (temporary deputy registrars)
- Carbondale "Spring Cleanup Day."
- Book Co-op Staff
- Landlord Tenant Union

Campus and City-wide Committee Memberships are still open for On-Hands Experience in the following committees:

Campus-Wide

- Landlord Tenant Union
- WIDB Board of Directors
- University Joint Benefits
- Undergraduate Teaching and Curriculum
- Traffic and Parking Appeals
- Synergy Board of Directors
- Student Conduct Review Board (4)
- Student Center Board (2)
- Library Affairs Committee (2)
- Leisure Exploration Committee (11)

- International Education Advisory Board
- Honors Day
- Health Service Policy Board
- General Studies Curriculum Committee
- Financial Aid Advisory Board
- Campus J Board of Discipline (11)
- Campus J Board of Governance (9)
- Commencements
- Campus Safety Fee Board
- Education Policy

City-Wide

- Community Development and Steering Committee
- Liquor Advisory Committee
- Town Central liaison Committee-Carbondale Business Promotions

WE NEED YOUR SUPPORT

Call David Strong: Chief of Staff

3rd floor Student Center  536-3381

You can pick up your "Saluki Savings Book" now at the USO office.
Teachers accused of cheating on pay test

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Teachers’ trips to the bathroom will be longer and desks will be spaced farther apart when testing resumes for $1,000 merit pay bonuses, a competition scandalized by accusations of cheating.

Up to a dozen teachers may have shared answers during an Aug. 11 “career ladder” test given to about 10,000 public school teachers entering Tennessee’s nationally heralded merit pay plan.

After interviewing six test administrators this week, state officials say they’re convinced “between a handful and a dozen” teachers cheated, although they are unable to prove proof.

The most concrete case involves two teachers who returned from a bathroom, and then erased and changed test answers, said Seecheer Clapp, deputy commissioner of education.

To make sure it doesn’t happen during a second five-hour test scheduled Oct. 13, for those who missed the first date or want to retake the test, teachers will be allowed to go to the bathroom only during breaks between test sections, and extra proctors will be assigned to discourage hallway conversations.

“There’s no way to tell who was responsible or to make any formal accusations,” Clapp said. “The best we can do is make sure it doesn’t happen again.”

Embarrassed educators have reacted angrily, blaming administrators for test conditions that made cheating irresistible and unavoidable.

“Teachers are no more able to resist temptations than any other group when they’re jammed in together coming for money,” said Tom Cannon, a junior high school principal in Chattanooga.

Education Commissioner Robert McElrath has acknowledged that conditions were less than ideal. Letters of apology have been mailed to the 1,961 teachers who took the test at the Knoxville Civic Auditorium, the only site where officials believe cheating occurred.

In Chattanooga, three teachers were seated at each 5-foot table in a humid gym at the University of Tennessee-Chattanooga. There was one restroom for 390 test-takers.

Puzzle answers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“I had to run to the student center during break to use the restroom,” said Dana Shepard, a junior high school math teacher.

“We had to write a letter on the writing section and I thought about writing a nasty letter to the commissioner about the conditions,” she said.

The merit pay plan was developed after two years of legislative debate. The $1,000 raise is the first step on a four-tiered career ladder that can eventually add $7,000 to a teacher’s annual salary.

President Reagan praised Gov. Lamar Alexander’s plan as an example for the nation.

Several other states, including Florida and California, have developed similar plans.

Some teachers say the cheating scandal couldn’t have come at a worse time for their profession.

“I can just hear people thinking, ‘This is the people who are teaching our children,’” said Jess Anne Cole, an elementary teacher in Anderson County.
SIU-C professor Kamarasy participates in summer games

By Stan Goff
Staff Writer

"I really enjoyed the chance to be a part of a very successful Olympics," said Egon Kamarasy, "I watched the building of a top course, and I learned a lot about organizing a great event like the equestrian part of the Olympics."

Kamarasy, as a geological science faculty member at SIU-C, participated in the Olympics as an area manager for the cross-country phase of the three-day equestrian event.

Kamarasy, who learned much of his horsemanship while training as a member of the Hungarian Army, was invited to the Olympics by Neti Ayer, the organizer of the three-day event.

"Most of the volunteers working the Olympics were from the Los Angeles area, but since California is not famous for riding, they brought in guys like me to work the equestrian events," Kamarasy said.

As area manager, he was responsible for checking up on the jump judges and other officials, checking results, and seeing that ambulances and veterinary personnel were prepared in case of an accident.

"We were there to help, but fortunately there weren't any serious falls," Kamarasy said. "There were two falls at the fences, but both horses got back up and continued to run."

The three-day event in the Olympics consisted of a dressage test, a jumping test and an endurance test. The dressage part of the event tests the horse's performance through precise, prescribed movements, and the endurance part consists of four phases. The fourth phase is cross-country, and it covers approximately 4.25 miles, with 24 obstacles set on irregular terrain.

"The four phases add up to over 16 miles, so the endurance test is very hard on the horses," Kamarasy said. "The new course was beautifully designed, though, and there were no problems." The cross-country phase took place on the golf course at the Fairbanks Ranch Country Club, which is located north of San Diego. Ayer, who's from the Boston area, designed the course, which was highly successful, as well as organizing the entire event.

The United States Equestrian Team had one of its best Olympic showings ever. The American three-day event team of Bruce Davidson, Torrance Fleischmann, Michael Plumb and Karen Stives, took the gold honors with a low score of 186 penalty points Great Britain (189.7) finished second and the Federal Republic of Germany (224) won the bronze medal.

With the three-day event being one of the few Olympic events in which both individual and team medals are awarded, Stives also picked up a silver medal for her performance atop her horse. Ben Arthur Fleischmann finished fourth individually. Plumb tenth, and Davidson a disappointing 12th.

Each event since 1962 Kamarasy has organized the Southern Illinois Horse Trials, the first event of its type in the Midwest. It's a two-day event similar to the Olympic event, except that there is no dressage phase, and it is run in the second phase at the Olympics. "Of course the competition is not as high as at the Olympics, but this event is a good way to initiate the horses and train the riders," he said.

USFL owners OK merger of Oakland and Oklahoma clubs

CHICAGO (AP) — United States Football League owners voted Thursday to approve the merger of the Oklahoma and Oakland franchises, the first of several expected consolidations among USFL teams. The league plans to vote in Oakland, said Ted Taupe, owner of the Oakland Invaders.

"The league is attempting to consolidate and strengthen its position, focusing on markets with respect to network television," Taupe said. "Oakland is not a market where we can make a significant contribution (to television ratings)."

Taupe said he and William Talham, current owner of the Oklahoma Outlaws, made the move to strengthen the franchise in preparation for the USFL's head-to-head competition with the National Football League in the fall of 1986.

On Wednesday, USFL owners voted to conduct one final season of spring football in 1985, but will shift to the fall in 1986 in direct competition with the older, more established NFL. USFL Commissioner Chet Simmons said.

After the announcement, Myles Tanenbaum, owner of the league-champion Philadelphia Stars, said he would move his franchise to Baltimore.

Philadelphia was one of several cities where scheduling conflicts with a NFL team or professional baseball team presented clear problems.

Staff Photo by Stephen Kennedy

Egon Kamarasy participated in the 1984 Summer Olympics as an area manager for the cross-country phase of the equestrian event.

TRES HOMBRES
2 HAPPY HOURS EVERYDAY!

Friday
2-6pm 9-Close

Margaritas $1.25
Heineken $1.25
Dos Equis $1.00
Appleton Rum $1.25

119 N. Washington 457-3308

WESFORD

Murdale Shopping Center • Carbondale
Sale Goal: Aug 24th-26th

St. Pauli Light or Dark 6pk 12oz NR's $3.99
Miller Light or Dark 12 pk 12oz cans $4.99

Tasting Saturday 1-5pm

Gallo Gewürztraminer plus Hors D'oeuvres from Prime Time

Tuberg Light or Dark 6pk 12oz NR's $2.19
Bud Light 12 pk 12oz cans $4.95

(No Difference in Price Between Hot and Cold beer)

AMTRAK

Carbondale-Chicago $67.00

(Spring limited) Special Sale: $59.75

B & A Travel

701 S. Univ. 549-7347

USFL owners OK merger of Oakland and Oklahoma clubs

CHICAGO (AP) — United States Football League owners voted Thursday to approve the merger of the Oklahoma and Oakland franchises, the first of several expected consolidations among USFL teams. The league plans to vote in Oakland, said Ted Taupe, owner of the Oakland Invaders.

"The league is attempting to consolidate and strengthen its position, focusing on markets with respect to network television," Taupe said. "Oakland is not a market where we can make a significant contribution (to television ratings)."

Taupe said he and William Talham, current owner of the Oklahoma Outlaws, made the move to strengthen the franchise in preparation for the USFL's head-to-head competition with the National Football League in the fall of 1986.

On Wednesday, USFL owners voted to conduct one final season of spring football in 1985, but will shift to the fall in 1986 in direct competition with the older, more established NFL. USFL Commissioner Chet Simmons said.

After the announcement, Myles Tanenbaum, owner of the league-champion Philadelphia Stars, said he would move his franchise to Baltimore.

Philadelphia was one of several cities where scheduling conflicts with a NFL team or professional baseball team presented clear problems.

Staff Photo by Stephen Kennedy

Egon Kamarasy participated in the 1984 Summer Olympics as an area manager for the cross-country phase of the equestrian event.
Alabama Coach Perkins plans to pressure Tide this season

By Herschel Nissenson
The Associated Press

TUSCALOOSA, Ala. (AP) — Yes, the challenge is there for Ray Perkins. But the challenge is not in "franklinizing" — not "replacing," if you please — Bartley.

If Perkins felt any pressure from fans, alumni or the media when he stepped into Bryant's coaching shoes last year, he still wasn't admitting it. The pressure, however, will increase.

"I really don't feel outside pressure. I put it all on myself. I'm going to put more pressure on myself, the staff and the team this year," is what Perkins has in store for the 1984 Alabama football team.

Alabama's record in Perkins' first year was 8-4, the same as Bryant's last one. That may thrill some schools, but it isn't what Perkins or Alabama considers fashionable.

"I don't like 8-4," he says with a distasteful look.

Since Alabama resumed football following a year off for World War I, the Crimson Tide has had only five losing seasons, and four of them came in a row from 1954-57. But in 1958, Alabama hired an old grad named Paul William Bryant to coach the team.

During that time, Bryant created one of the most powerful football dynasties in college history.

In 1982, Bryant's team finished 8-4. He retired after the season ended. Perkins left his head coaching position for the New York Giants to take Bryant's place. In Perkins' first season as head coach of the Crimson Tide, he equaled the 1982 team's record.

But Perkins doesn't feel the tema had a good year.

"Not 8-4, not to me, not here," he said. "I'd say 9-2, 10-1, 11-0 — I'd consider that success."

Still, Perkins doesn't expect to match Bryant, who lost as many as three games in a season only once from 1971 to 1981.

"I don't think any college football team will be as dominant as Alabama was for a long time. That's gone, it's all over," he says. Perkins gives off an aura of coolness. He took him two years with the NFL Giants, whom he coached from 1979-82, before he let his hair down. It didn't take quite that long back at Alabama, where he starred as a wide receiver from 1964-66 and played on two of Bryant's national championships.

"Time changes everything and everybody. Maybe I'm loosening up, but I haven't changed that much."

When asked about this year's Crimson Tide:

"We'll be a good football team. How good I don't know.

A big factor is how quickly some redshirt freshmen and pure freshmen grow up and become winners.

"I expect 11-12 pure freshman to make contributions this year. We have enough freshman talent in the secondary to make that the most competitive position on the team. There's enough talent to shore it up and fill a need where we were hurting last year. That's our No. 1 priority. Our No. 2 priority is to get our offensive line clicking. Our third priority is at quarterback. On defense, we lost only two starters. We lost eight starters last year (from 1982), but I've never seen that in print.

OPTIMISM:
Illner likes wings

Continued from Page 23

they said.

"LAST YEAR's team had a lot of different personalities. If someone made a negative comment to a teammate during the game, they would take it the wrong way."

Bartley missed the first game of the season last year because of a virus, which sidelined her for one week.

"I was in the infirmary for seven days," Bartley recalled. "I had to beg the doctor to let me out so I could see the first game. It was a 34-0 victory over St. Louis. I wanted to go to the team party after the game but some of the players took me back to the infirmary. But the important thing was seeing the game."

ILLNER THINKS the new NCAA rule, which allows a player to shoot at the goalie from any point of the field instead of only within the circle, will create more scoring opportunities for Leidy and Bartley.

"I think it will help Sharon and Jennifer," Illner said. "When they're going full speed, they won't have to make that extra tap to go inside the circle. They can take the shot without slowing down outside the circle."

Illner said the rule change will benefit the quicker players. That should be good news for Leidy and Bartley.

"Are YOU looking for something lively to spruce up your home, apartment or dorm room? YES! Then stop by the Murphyboro Plant Station and check out our arrangement of decorative house plants and accessories... NOW!"

MALIBU VILLAGE
Mobile Home Park Rentals and Apartments
1000 E. Park St.
Hwy 51 S.
710 W. MILL
Now leasing mobile homes and apartments for fall

★ Prices start at $165.00 per month
★ Save money on natural gas
★ Cablevision available at all locations
★ New large 2BR Townhouse apartments are now available

Call or Come By
529-4301
8:00-4:00 M-F
9:00-3:00 SAT
Office located at Malibu Village
Hwy 51 S.

Steamers sign Keough

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Ty Keough, the all-time assist leader for the St. Louis Steamers, signed a three-year contract Thursday with the Major Indoor Soccer League club, team President Tom Bowers announced. Keough, 27, is the seventh St. Louis native to sign with the team since the end of last season, Bowers said. His contract extends through the 1987-88 season.

Keough, a midfielder, has 57 goals and 91 assists in six MISL seasons.

Enjoy the Night
Life at
COO-COOS
Experience the best music and dance videos in Southern Illinois
Friday and Saturday nights
free admission free popcorn
In the SI Bowl, Rt 13 East
in Carterville
985-3755 or 529-3755

SALE
ANTHONY'S
816 East Main
529-5155
9am-7:30 Daily
Sunday 1-5

The Farmer's Market of Carbondale invites you to our Peak of Produce, Sat. Aug. 25th

8am-Noon at Westown Shopping Center

• Cake Walk-great prizes: produce, crafts and baked goods
• Peel-a-Zuke contest (you bring the knife, we've got the zucchini)
• Games for little (or big) kids: shave the ballon, green bean toss, and more

• Gardener's Trivial Pursuit
• 9-11 Music by Cedar Creek Band
• Special Gymnastic Presentation by Tumbleton
• Shopping Bag with coupon in Daily Egyptian, Southern Illinoisan, and Murphyboro American
• Wonderful local produce, baked goods, honey, crafts, plants at fair prices
• Canning quantities
Leidy, Bartley create optimism for Saluki field hockey squad

By Steve Koulou
Staff Writer

After finishing 9-12-3 last season during a rebuilding year, Coach Julie Illner is hoping a more experienced team can turn that record around this year.

One of the reasons Illner is optimistic is because she has both of her starting wings returning in seniors Sharon Leidy and Jennifer Bartley.

Leidy was last year’s leading scorer and team MVP, and Bartley tied Patty Lauer as the No. 2 scorer. Overall, Leidy and Bartley accounted for 48 percent of the Salukis’ offense last year.

Illner again expects the two wings to carry the scoring load this year.

“WE WILL try to free Sharon and Jennifer for breakaways as often as possible,” Illner said. “Both are a big part of our offensive strategy.”

Illner said Leidy and Bartley might be the quickest pair of wings in the country.

“Few teams will be able to match the speed of our outside forwards,” Illner said. “Some of the teams we played last year might have had one quick forward, but not two of them as fast as ours.”

Leidy scored 12 goals last season, including a hat trick against Toledo, and was selected for the Gateway conference team.

She had her best overall season partly because of her improved stickwork, said Illner.

BUT LEIDY thinks the main reason for her improved play is because she was given a permanent position at left wing last season after being shifted between four positions her first two years.

“My sophomore year I was never sure where I was playing,” said Leidy, the Salukis’ eighth all-time leading scorer with 23 goals. “Not knowing where I was playing didn’t settle well with me.”

Leidy said there is still many aspects of her game she needs to polish. She said she still needs to improve her stickwork, not “choke” on breakaways, and to get back on defense when she loses the ball.

LEIDY is a low-key player and one of three tri-captains on the team.

“I’m more of the type that like to lead by example,” Leidy explained. “It’s hard for me to speak my mind. I think everyone on the team respects each other and I think we’ll have a good season this year.”

In contrast to Leidy, Bartley is very outgoing and said she tries to get to know everybody on the team.

Bartley, a three-year starter at right wing, said this year’s team is more closely knit than last year’s.

“We’re trying to make the 22 personalities on this team work together in practice and it’s important for us to get to know each other off the field,” Bartley said.

Ilmner said, “MVP.

See OPTIMISM. Page 22

Senior Sharon Leidy (left) and Jennifer Bartley are being counted on to provide the SIC-C field hockey team with some offensive firepower this season.
For Sale

Auto
Parts & Services
Motorcycles
Homes
Mobile Homes
Homes
Electronics
Furniture
Paint Supplies
Bicycles
Cameras
Spraying Goods
Recreational Vehicles
Furniture
Musical

Classified Information Rates
Three lines minimum, approximately 15 words per line.

$1.00 per word per line, per day.

No two days consecutive.

One day $5.00 per line, per day.

Three days $12.00 per line, per day.

Five days $18.00 per line, per day.

$30.00 per line, per day.

No single advertisement to appear more than once a week.

Buyer must be 12 years of age or older. 

All classified Advertising must be presented before 12:00 noon to appear in next day’s publication. An advertisement placed after 12:00 noon will go in the following day’s edition.

The Daily Egyptian cannot be responsible for errors or omissions in advertisements.

12.00 per word per line, per day.

If your ad appears incorrect, or if you want to cancel your advertisement before 12:00 noon for cancellation in the next edition.

Any ad which is cancelled before the start of a run will be charged at the regular rate to which the advertiser is charged.

Classified Information Rates

$1.00 per word per line, per day.

No two days consecutive.

One day $5.00 per line, per day.

Three days $12.00 per line, per day.

Five days $18.00 per line, per day.

$30.00 per line, per day.

No single advertisement to appear more than once a week.

Buyer must be 12 years of age or older. 

All classified Advertising must be presented before 12:00 noon to appear in next day’s publication. An advertisement placed after 12:00 noon will go in the following day’s edition.

The Daily Egyptian cannot be responsible for errors or omissions in advertisements.

12.00 per word per line, per day.

If your ad appears incorrect, or if you want to cancel your advertisement before 12:00 noon for cancellation in the next edition.

Any ad which is cancelled before the start of a run will be charged at the regular rate to which the advertiser is charged.
CARBONDALE 196 2 bedroom, furnished, air cond and gas for rent. Call Marion, 955-3289 after 5:30.

INCOME PROPERTY. 1 mobile home on 1 acre. $300. 1 bedroom. 1 bath. 1 carport. Nice condition. Located 1 mile past Crab Orchard Lake. Call 457-6702 for more info. Reasonable rent. Income $465 per month. Utilities included. $465. 955-3462 after 5:00.

1248 W AL 64, 3 beds, wood burning fireplace, carpet, all appliances. Must pay, 1st for month, 457-6383. Deposit $295. 955-1111 after 5:00.

1974 1252 all electric central air, call 452-2801. 955-1111 after 5:00.

1262 2 BEDROOM, central air, brand new carpet, anchored & upholstered, close to campus. Will move free. $300-420 or 345-3550.

CARBONDALE AREA 1 2 bedroom furnished apt. $457-9595.

RENTAL: unfurnished 2 bedroom, 3 blocks from campus. $457-9595.

BUY NEW ZENITH TV's Low payments and Interest! We do our own financing 10% down, some cash. $200 and Up for Sale Rentals & Repairs A TV 715 S. Illinois Ave. 457-7009

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS Rent $79 down, 13 month Color, Analog or Digital TV Repair TV Sell your TV's for sale

SPEECH WRITER - Buy and sell used - sell old and buy new - call Marion - 457-9595.

CDALF, 2 B R unfurnished apt. 108 W. 1st street, a/c, 1 bathroom. No pets. $300. 203-549-4278. 457-9595.

CARBONDALE AREA ONE bedroom furnished apartment, 3 blocks from campus. $457-9595.

RENT AND TRAVEL your house $25.00/month. Pasture included. 12.50 acres of trails. 2 horse trailers, 2 and 1/2 year old quarter horses. 437-4510 or 457-9595.

FREE PUPPIES WANT a home. 4 wk., 2 black and 2 white mix. Treat Kennel, Cane, Pincher in Faculty Rank on Campus evenings and weekends. Best time to call 862-7697.

RENTAL OFFICE 5 1/2, 3rd floor, 2 bedrooms. Utilities included. $495. 457-9003.

SAILBOAT 21' NOY. 2149. $75. 457-4510.

Bicycle, JAVA CYCLE, 113 Broadway. 457-9595.


TWIN BED 13" WV TV, port AM-FM radio and record changer. Excellent condition. $20. 457-9595.

INCOME PROPERTY. 955-3289.

MOBILE HOME, 1 bedroom, 1 bath, 1 carport. Excellent condition. 457-3103.

INCOME PROPERTY. 1 mobile home on 1 acre. $300. 1 bedroom. 1 bath. 1 carport. Nice condition. Located 1 mile past Crab Orchard Lake. Call 457-6702 for more info. Reasonable rent. Income $465 per month. Utilities included. $465. 955-3462 after 5:00.

1248 W AL 64, 3 beds, wood burning fireplace, carpet, all appliances. Must pay, 1st for month, 457-6383. Deposit $295. 955-1111 after 5:00.

1974 1252 all electric central air, call 452-2801. 955-1111 after 5:00.

1262 2 BEDROOM, central air, brand new carpet, anchored & upholstered, close to campus. Will move free. $300-420 or 345-3550.

CARBONDALE AREA 1 2 bedroom furnished apt. $457-9595.

RENTAL: unfurnished 2 bedroom, 3 blocks from campus. $457-9595.

BUY NEW ZENITH TV's Low payments and Interest! We do our own financing 10% down, some cash. $200 and Up for Sale Rentals & Repairs A TV 715 S. Illinois Ave. 457-7009

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS Rent $79 down, 13 month Color, Analog or Digital TV Repair TV Sell your TV's for sale

SPEECH WRITER - Buy and sell used - sell old and buy new - call Marion - 457-9595.

CDALF, 2 B R unfurnished apt. 108 W. 1st street, a/c, 1 bathroom. No pets. $300. 203-549-4278. 457-9595.

CARBONDALE AREA ONE bedroom furnished apartment, 3 blocks from campus. $457-9595.

RENT AND TRAVEL your house $25.00/month. Pasture included. 12.50 acres of trails. 2 horse trailers, 2 and 1/2 year old quarter horses. 437-4510 or 457-9595.

FREE PUPPIES WANT a home. 4 wk., 2 black and 2 white mix. Treat Kennel, Cane, Pincher in Faculty Rank on Campus evenings and weekends. Best time to call 862-7697.

RENTAL OFFICE 5 1/2, 3rd floor, 2 bedrooms. Utilities included. $495. 457-9003.

SAILBOAT 21' NOY. 2149. $75. 457-4510.

Bicycle, JAVA CYCLE, 113 Broadway. 457-9595.


TWIN BED 13" WV TV, port AM-FM radio and record changer. Excellent condition. $20. 457-9595.

INCOME PROPERTY. 955-3289.

MOBILE HOME, 1 bedroom, 1 bath, 1 carport. Excellent condition. 457-3103.

INCOME PROPERTY. 1 mobile home on 1 acre. $300. 1 bedroom. 1 bath. 1 carport. Nice condition. Located 1 mile past Crab Orchard Lake. Call 457-6702 for more info. Reasonable rent. Income $465 per month. Utilities included. $465. 955-3462 after 5:00.

1248 W AL 64, 3 beds, wood burning fireplace, carpet, all appliances. Must pay, 1st for month, 457-6383. Deposit $295. 955-1111 after 5:00.

1974 1252 all electric central air, call 452-2801. 955-1111 after 5:00.

1262 2 BEDROOM, central air, brand new carpet, anchored & upholstered, close to campus. Will move free. $300-420 or 345-3550.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. Air conditioned; heat and water. Furnished; quiet. $250 to $300. Phone: 457-2727.

CAIRN CREEK ROAD. New duplex, 2 bdrms., all utilities, a/c, and appliances. S 185 per month. No pets. Phone: 457-7200.

LARGE MODERN 2 bedroom apartment furnished, carpet, air, 3 mos. from SU. Champions Apt., 258-1801.


FOUR CHAMBERLIKE bedroom. With bath. Three people need one more. $150. All utilities included. Phone: 457-1523.

FOUR BEDROOM, 2 miles south of campus, close to school. No pets, good neighbors. Phone: 457-4650.

FOUR BEDROOM. Large kitchen and yard. close to campus. Rent: phone, 529-2105. Pets: 529-1520.

FOUR BEDROOM, LARGE court yarded. Located one mile from SU. Air conditioned and furnished. Phone: 529-3905.

FOUR BEDROOM. Large, very close to campus. Great laundry setup. Phone: 529-3615.

FOUR BEDROOM UNFURNISHED. Close to campus, quiet location. Phone: 529-2505.

FOUR BEDROOM. New Two bedroom furnished in Rogers. Phone: 529-1520.

FOUR BEDROOM. Four bedroom furnished close to campus. Quiet location. Phone: 529-4045.

FOUR BEDROOM. Four bedroom Furnished close to campus. Quiet location. Phone: 529-3405.

FOUR BEDROOM. Four bedroom in Rogers. Phone: 529-2505.

FOUR BEDROOM. Four bedroom furnished. Close to campus. Phone: 529-2505.

FOUR BEDROOM. Four bedroom furnished. Close to campus. Phone: 529-2505.

FOUR BEDROOM. Four bedroom Furnished close to campus. Quiet location. Phone: 529-3405.

FOUR BEDROOM. Four bedroom Furnished close to campus. Quiet location. Phone: 529-3405.

FOUR BEDROOM. Four bedroom Furnished close to campus. Quiet location. Phone: 529-3405.

FOUR BEDROOM. Four bedroom Furnished close to campus. Quiet location. Phone: 529-3405.

FOUR BEDROOM. Four bedroom Furnished close to campus. Quiet location. Phone: 529-3405.

FOUR BEDROOM. Four bedroom Furnished close to campus. Quiet location. Phone: 529-3405.

FOUR BEDROOM. Four bedroom Furnished close to campus. Quiet location. Phone: 529-3405.

FOUR BEDROOM. Four bedroom Furnished close to campus. Quiet location. Phone: 529-3405.

FOUR BEDROOM. Four bedroom Furnished close to campus. Quiet location. Phone: 529-3405.

FOUR BEDROOM. Four bedroom Furnished close to campus. Quiet location. Phone: 529-3405.

FOUR BEDROOM. Four bedroom Furnished close to campus. Quiet location. Phone: 529-3405.

FOUR BEDROOM. Four bedroom Furnished close to campus. Quiet location. Phone: 529-3405.

FOUR BEDROOM. Four bedroom Furnished close to campus. Quiet location. Phone: 529-3405.

FOUR BEDROOM. Four bedroom Furnished close to campus. Quiet location. Phone: 529-3405.

FOUR BEDROOM. Four bedroom Furnished close to campus. Quiet location. Phone: 529-3405.

FOUR BEDROOM. Four bedroom Furnished close to campus. Quiet location. Phone: 529-3405.

FOUR BEDROOM. Four bedroom Furnished close to campus. Quiet location. Phone: 529-3405.

FOUR BEDROOM. Four bedroom Furnished close to campus. Quiet location. Phone: 529-3405.

FOUR BEDROOM. Four bedroom Furnished close to campus. Quiet location. Phone: 529-3405.

FOUR BEDROOM. Four bedroom Furnished close to campus. Quiet location. Phone: 529-3405.

FOUR BEDROOM. Four bedroom Furnished close to campus. Quiet location. Phone: 529-3405.
FREE SWIMMING INDOOR POOL
COMING SOON
1 or 2 baths
2 or 3 brdms
$145-330

FREE SPICE TRASH PICK-UP FREE BUS SERVICE TO SHU

CARLISLE VILLAGE
Mobile Homes Highway 51 North

Call 549-3000

FREE LAUNDRY FREE LAWN SERVICE FREE LOCKED POST OFFICE BOXES FREE TRASH PICK-UP FREE BUS SERVICE TO SHU

CARBONDALE Mobile Homes Highway 51 North

Call 549-3000

MALIBU VILLAGE
NOW RENTING FOR FALL
Three Locations
Rent Starts at $165

1. Hwy. 51 S. Mobile Homes
12 & 14 Wides, locked mailboxes, close to laundromat. Special summer rates. Satellite dish with MTV and FM channel and HBO available.

2. 1000 E. Park Mobile Homes
12 & 14 Wides close to campus, close to laundromat. Cabivision available.

3. 710 W. Mill Apartments
Two bedroom, across street from campus. Medeco key system for extra security. Cabivision available.

CALL 529-4301 NOW
Sutcliffe brings back memories of Borowy

By Joe Mooshil
Of the Associated Press

CHICAGO (AP) – Rick Sutcliffe hadn’t heard of Hank Borowy before this season. But he’s bearing a lot about him now.

The reason is that their pitching careers, in one particular and interesting respect, are running parallel.

In 1945, the Chicago Cubs acquired Borowy in midseason from the New York Yankees. Borowy posted an 11-2 record and the Cubs won the pennant. They haven’t won one since.

Sutcliffe also came to the Cubs from the American League in a trade with Cleveland June 13 and since has helped the Cubs grab a firm hold in first place in the National League East.

SUTCLIFFE WANTS TO GET INTO THE WORLD SERIES if for no reason than to prove he belongs.

“Tis the best club I’ve ever played on,” said Sutcliffe, whose first full year in the majors was with the Los Angeles Dodgers in 1979 when they won 17 games.

In the first five games with my team this year I was the 11th man on a 16-man pitching rotation. I wasn’t on the World Series roster because Tommy Lasorda (Dodgers manager) said I didn’t belong.”

SUTCLIFFE, 28, says he has a 26-year-old arm “because I didn’t pitch for two years.”

The Dodgers, who virtually ignored him for two years, traded Sutcliffe to Cleveland where he won 14 games in 1982 and 17 last year after he had root canal work done on a tooth.

Something was wrong and Sutcliffe didn’t feel well this last spring. It was learned the root canal work was not properly done.

“When the dentist opened it up it literally exploded,” Sutcliffe said. “I was real sick, lost 20 pounds and was worthless. My last ball was at 80 miles and hour and I was a pitcher that nobody wanted.”

Sutcliffe wasn’t sure of his first 12 games, but I was the 11th man on a 16-man pitching rotation. I wasn’t on the World Series roster because Tommy Lasorda (Dodgers manager) said I didn’t belong.”

SUTCLIFFE WILL BE A FREE AGENT at the end of the season and isn’t concerned about it.

“If we get into the World Series, these things will take care of themselves,” said Sutcliffe.

With Borowy, the Cubs got into the World Series. After pitching a nine-hit shutout in the first game, he lost the fifth game and was the winning pitcher in relief in the sixth game, which went into extra innings.

Manager Charlie Grimm was in a bind for a starting pitcher for the seventh game. Borowy volunteered but was knocked out in first inning and the Tigers won the Series with a 9-3 victory.

Sutcliffe said, “I’m still trying to get used to. This is a good club with good pitching and it’s nice to see the offense get untracked. When we get our offense going, we don’t have any problems.”

SUTCLIFFE WANTS TO GET INTO THE WORLD SERIES if for no reason than to prove he belongs.

“Tis the best club I’ve ever played on,” said Sutcliffe, whose first full year in the majors was with the Los Angeles Dodgers in 1979 when they won 17 games.

In the first five games with my team this year I was the 11th man on a 16-man pitching rotation. I wasn’t on the World Series roster because Tommy Lasorda (Dodgers manager) said I didn’t belong.”

SUTCLIFFE, 28, says he has a 26-year-old arm “because I didn’t pitch for two years.”

The Dodgers, who virtually ignored him for two years, traded Sutcliffe to Cleveland where he won 14 games in 1982 and 17 last year after he had root canal work done on a tooth.

Something was wrong and Sutcliffe didn’t feel well this last spring. It was learned the root canal work was not properly done.

“When the dentist opened it up it literally exploded,” Sutcliffe said. “I was real sick, lost 20 pounds and was worthless. My last ball was at 80 miles and hour and I was a pitcher that nobody wanted.”

Sutcliffe wasn’t sure of his first 12 games, but I was the 11th man on a 16-man pitching rotation. I wasn’t on the World Series roster because Tommy Lasorda (Dodgers manager) said I didn’t belong.”

SUTCLIFFE WILL BE A FREE AGENT at the end of the season and isn’t concerned about it.

“If we get into the World Series, these things will take care of themselves,” said Sutcliffe.

With Borowy, the Cubs got into the World Series. After pitching a nine-hit shutout in the first game, he lost the fifth game and was the winning pitcher in relief in the sixth game, which went into extra innings.

Manager Charlie Grimm was in a bind for a starting pitcher for the seventh game. Borowy volunteered but was knocked out in first inning and the Tigers won the Series with a 9-3 victory.
for an offensive lineman to do is pass protect,” Dorr said. “Our guys have been doing an excellent job. In today’s (Wednesday’s) scrimmage quarterback Darren Dixon was only sacked once. They’re gaining confidence in each other.”

“If I had to rate them, I’d say they are better pass blockers than run blockers,” Michaels added. “They take pride in their pass blocking.”

Dorr liked the offensive line’s ability to adjust quickly when the rival defensive unit changes its defensive set at the line of scrimmage.

“We HAVE a lot of schemes in our attack, and, when the defense changes, we have to switch our scheme, and we’ve been able to do that,” Dorr said. “They talk to each other on the line and it takes a lot of communication to be able to do that switch.”

Dorr called the 6-foot-4, 245-pound Baugh the “heart” of the Salukis offensive line. Baugh is acknowledged as the leader of the offensive line by the Salukis coaching staff.

FORDE: Best times at Olympics

Continued from Page 32

“I knew they all ran races faster than me, but that just made me work harder,” he said.

But the 400 meters wasn’t the end for Forde, for the 1,600 meters followed. Forde’s team didn’t expect to run faster than 3:04, nor did they expect to run through the first round, but once again a dream came true.

“We were a Cinderella team. We made it to the finals and ran a 3:01.6,” he said. Barbados finished sixth place overall, and the Olympic dream had come true.

Forde has returned to the SIU-C track, but not as a Saluki track star. “My eligibility is up at SIU. I’ll work with the team and fill the capacity of an assistant coach, but I’m not finished working for myself,” he said.
BEANBALL: Rule is unfair

Continued from Page 32

a warning, like Perez did, he was ejected from the game.
Current baseball rules allow the first pitcher to hit a batter and receive a warning, as does the opposing team. The next pitcher who hits a batter, regardless of whether he has thrown a beanball before, is ejected from the game.

THE RULE, which is intended to stop overly aggressive pitching, gives an advantage to the pitcher who threw the first beanball. He has already shown the opposition that he isn’t afraid to throw inside at a batter. The other pitcher, however, has to watch his control because, if he gets too close to a batter, he could be hitting the showers early.

While the rule operates backward, the intent of trying to prevent injuries to batters is good. At one time, pitchers could hit batters and remain in the game. Don Drysdale, the former Dodger whose bread and butter was working on the inside half of the plate, once said that if an opposing pitcher hit a teammate, he would hit two opposition batters in retaliation. The rule has stopped that.

But the rule doesn’t punish the pitcher who throws the first beanball. Often, it only takes one hit batsman to intimidate the opposition.

THERE WAS a time when pitchers used the brushback to keep the opposition off the inside half of the plate.

ACCIDENTAL BEANINGS do happen, and it is hard to prevent them. However, when a pitcher goes directly after a batter, as Perez did in that San Diego game, they should be taken out of the game and given what they deserve: an early shower.

---

New and Used Cars from Ike
1980 Volkswagen Rabbit- economy car
1980 Datsun 200SX-automatic
1981 Toyota Celica-red
1981 Datsun King Cab-nice truck
New Nissan Cars and Trucks Arriving Daily

---

Free Seminar Schedule

LOCATION
STUDENT CENTER ILLINOIS ROOM
FRIDAY 8/24 11AM AND 1PM
SATURDAY 8/25 11AM AND 1PM
Choose the day and time most convenient for you. Reservations not necessary. For more information call 1 (800) 447-READ.
**Dorr says offensive line experienced**

By Mike Fens
Staff Writer

When SIU-C Coach Ray Dorr evaluated the strengths of his football team at the beginning of fall workouts two weeks ago, the offensive line was at the top of his list.

Dorr had to rebuild many of the units under new coach because of graduation, but the offensive line was not one of them. Five of the six starters on the offensive line were trenchmen for the Salukis last season have returned, and Dorr said he expects the line to be the backbone of his offensive team this season.

Sophomores Ralph Van Dyke (left tackle) and Dave Bock (left guard) will join juniors Tom Redmond (right guard) and Tom Baugh (center) and Mike O’Day as the returning regulars. Highly-regarded freshman Dave Smith, who was redshirted last year, will replace Brad Pilgird at right tackle.

THE UNIT is loaded with experience. Baugh is a three-year starter while Bock, Redmond and Van Dyke are returning their second season as regulars. O’Day shared the right tackle position last season and Smith was named the Salukis’ Most Improved Lineman after spring drills this year.

“An offensive line consists of an established group of veterans,” said Mike Michaels, the Salukis’ offensive coordinator. “They’re very experienced. Even our sixth-lineman, (sophomore) Mark Banbury, started four games last year.”

Dorr said he has been very impressed with the offensive line’s pass blocking during the three scrimmage games the Salukis have played in fall drills thus far.

“I THINK the hardest thing we have to do is to be a winner,” Dorr said.

---

**Sports**

**Baseball’s beanball rule works to the advantage of first offender**

By Martin Folan
Staff Writer

To do one’s best is all one can do, but to do so is to be a winner.

This was the meaning of the 1984 Summer Olympics for SIU-C track star Elvis Forde.

The Barbados native represented his country in the 1,500-meter relay and the 400-meter race.

Running in the Olympic games was like a dream for Forde, and running his personal best — his two fastest races ever in competition — was a part of that dream.

“I ran a 4:35.3,” Forde said his fastest time with the SIU-C track team is 4:35.6 seconds.

The pressure was on with Forde’s field of runners “heavily stacked,” as he said. Although every runner in Forde’s heat had run faster races he had, maintaining his composure and mental acuity helped him to excel.

See FORDE. Page 20

---

**Not a typical year for college football**

By Doug Tucker
Of the Associated Press

KANSAS CITY. (AP) — Baseball’s beanball rule is swirling around college football, there may be only one statement that could draw agreement from all warring factions.

There has never been a college football season like the one coming up.

And it has nothing to do with what happens on the field.

It will be an experimental shakedown cruise as much as anything. Network moguls, advertising account executives and college administrators will be studying the television ratings of games as closely as coaches scrutinize films of next week’s opponent.

Thanks to a Supreme Court ruling, the NCAA’s centralized control of football television rights is dissolved and, theoretically, every school and conference can make its own deals.

Everybody fears over-saturation of football telecasts could cause rights fees to plummet even more. And many small and medium-sized programs are scared that they could be buried beneath the untold millions in television revenue flowing to the big-time powers.

“This entire year will be atypical. Everything about this year is going to be atypical,” said Chad Neinas, executive director of the College Football Association, which led the fight to destroy centralized controls of football television rights.

“The only thing, the networks, by mid-summer, are usually selling advertising rates on games not for the coming season but for the season after that. This year, nobody knew what they were going to have to sell until July. Everybody had to scramble.

“They’re still scrambling. ABC, which is advertising that it will show CFA instead of NCAA football, has announced only two: Boston College-Alabama on Sept. 8 and Oklahoma-Pittsburgh on Sept. 15. The network says it will announce all other games 12 days in advance.

For years, Neinas threw darts at the NCAA’s television policies, often saying the NCAA plan prevented some of the biggest games from being televised.

Finally this summer, in a 7-2 vote of the U.S. Supreme Court, Neinas’ long battle was won and millions of dollars worth of NCAA network contracts were voided.

---

**From the Press Box**

Duane Croy

Dick Williams, the Padres' manager, were ejected.

Later, Perez, who was consistently throwing the brushback at San Diego hitters, was warned to stop throwing at the batters. The next inning, Padres' pitcher Craig Leibrants tried to throw a brushback at a Atlanta batter and hit him.